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FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 12 Aug 2015 03:54
_____________________________________

cornography n, [kor-nog-ruh-fee] - an intense display of corny or clever jokes, commonly used in
various kinds of recovery

side effects of viewing cornographic images will include laughter, rolling of the eyes, the
occasional snort, and general irritation. extreme cases were known to include diarrhea,
coughing, vomiting, and well...

[spoiler][/spoiler]

if you experience any symptoms for more than 4 hours, you're welcome.

HISTORY OF CORNOGRAPHY -

i am a firm believer in this. and i am sick and tired of posting on other people's forsaken "just
having fun" threads that cordnoy keeps reviving from the dead. i am getting increasingly
depressed by posting on the depressed person's chill spot, and i feel like i already ate and
digested all the "chulint" i could handle. hell, i even made an ??? ???

sooooo, i am starting my own blog, that will, at least for some time, be updated and active, but
hopefully be interactive. i encourage everyone to PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE help, as humor
therapy should be a group effort. you all have talent - I'VE SEEN IT.

corndnoycordnoy is so good at it, that if this were a corny army, i would appoint him ...
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Warning: Spoiler!

rabbosai, the indians called corn "maize". they must have thought corny jokes were just
"amazing". but my motto for this blog is - NO JOKE IS TOO STUPID. you have my word that i
will at least try to laugh at every attempt at humor that anyone makes here. feel good that you
may be giving me or someone else chizuk - or at least you will be annoying "the urge" right out
of them.

so friends. romans, countrymen, give me your EARS of corn...

BRING OUT THE POPCORN, LET THE SHOW BEGIN...

[zemmy, if you're reading this, let it never be said that i do not take my ????? seriously. ?' ??
?????? ????? ????? ????? ???]

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 01 Nov 2015 21:28
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

Mark and Ploni(+e) are back!!
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a symbol of our unity ...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 02 Nov 2015 03:11
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

markz wrote:

Mark and Ploni(+e) are back!!

a symbol of our unity ...

or ... KOF - KEEP ON FISHING (keep on monster fishing?)

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 02 Nov 2015 03:40
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_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

i borrowed my friend's rambam today, but i realized that as long as i did not have my own, it
would never really be Maimonides.

I just chapped the humor in this. It took me 2 months.

Well with a fish on my head what you gonna expect?

By the way I love fishing. As I drive along with you by my side I'm thinking

"What's it gonna be? Jewish gefilte, or Chinese Sushi?"

So if you know what's good for you

"Return again, return again" la di da

??? ??? ??? ????

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 02 Nov 2015 03:48
_____________________________________

markz wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

i borrowed my friend's rambam today, but i realized that as long as i did not have my own, it
would never really be Maimonides.

I just chapped the humor in this. It took me 2 months.

Well with a fish on my head what you gonna expect?
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By the way I love fishing. As I drive along with you by my side I'm thinking

"What's it gonna be? Jewish gefilte, or Chinese Sushi?"

isn't sushi japanese?

dont mean to be too so-phish-ticated for you...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 02 Nov 2015 03:52
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

markz wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

i borrowed my friend's rambam today, but i realized that as long as i did not have my own, it
would never really be Maimonides.

I just chapped the humor in this. It took me 2 months.

Well with a fish on my head what you gonna expect?

By the way I love fishing. As I drive along with you by my side I'm thinking

"What's it gonna be? Jewish gefilte, or Chinese Sushi?"
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isn't sushi japanese?

dont mean to be too so-phish-ticated for you...

Give me another 2 months hic...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by markz - 02 Nov 2015 03:55
_____________________________________

peloni almoni wrote:

also, this may be a good time to ask, mr markz, what is abbas a reference to?

It's REB Mark. If you knew who I wish i am you'd be more respectful

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 02 Nov 2015 04:19
_____________________________________

harav hagaon hatzadik ish kadosh vetahor ha'adir hamekubal ha'elaki moreinu verabeinu sar
hatorah rabban shel kol bnei hagolah rosh senhedrin hagadol, kevod harav rav markz shlita
???? ?? ??? ??? ????? ?????? ??? ??? ????. ??? ???? ????? ?????? ?? ????

. wrote:

peloni almoni wrote:

also, this may be a good time to ask, mr markz, what is abbas a reference to?

It's REB Mark. If you knew who I am you'd be more respectful
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i know who you are. youre a recovering sex addict like me. newsflash. in case you havent
realized, this is a forum for sex addicts. we are fighting day by day because we have
difficulty keeping our hands off our own body parts, and our eyes off other peoples'.
therefore, the bigger gavra you are in the "real world", not necessarily is it the biggest kavod for
you to be here blogging with the likes of me. but we do what we have to do... day 159 b"h and
day 80 b"h for you.

ps - this is not absolute ... i said "not necessarily". therefore, my dear opposition party, (mom,
etc.) please don't darshan to me for the contents of this post.

pps - too serious?

ppps - nu? abbas?

pppps - if i may say so myself, that is a great line about the hands and the eyes (the one i
bolded).

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Bigmoish - 02 Nov 2015 04:29
_____________________________________

The ???? ????? of peloni almoni is the same as Palestinian Authority.

As they say, a joke is like a frog.

Once you dissect it, it's dead.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 02 Nov 2015 04:30
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_____________________________________

Bigmoish wrote:

The ???? ????? of peloni almoni is the same as Palestinian Authority.

As they say, a joke is like a frog.

Once you dissect it, it's dead.

i should have figured that out on my own. i must be getting old.

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 02 Nov 2015 04:35
_____________________________________

Bigmoish wrote:

The ???? ????? of peloni almoni is the same as Palestinian Authority.

now i know why fruit loops joined the opposition ... with his israeli flag...

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Shlomo24 - 02 Nov 2015 19:18
_____________________________________

Bigmoish wrote:

The ???? ????? of peloni almoni is the same as Palestinian Authority.

As they say, a joke is like a frog.
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Once you dissect it, it's dead.

or like anything alive. there ain't be no dissected alive ppl that i know of 

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 02 Nov 2015 23:05
_____________________________________

Shlomo24 wrote:

Bigmoish wrote:

The ???? ????? of peloni almoni is the same as Palestinian Authority.

As they say, a joke is like a frog.

Once you dissect it, it's dead.

or like anything alive. there ain't be no dissected alive ppl that i know of 
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if we dissect a truck will it die?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 03 Nov 2015 02:24
_____________________________________

If you dissect a big fish do you get lots of little fishies?

========================================================================
====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 03 Nov 2015 02:27
_____________________________________

Gevura Shebyesod wrote:

If you dissect a big fish do you get lots of little fishies?

very simple. look in the bottom half of the pic. the left fish no, the right fish yes.

but i meant a real truck... not a school bus on steroids ... i'm just sayin'

ps - (it was supposed to be a schtuch to a certain buck-toothed truck who thinks it can compare
to cordnoys truck zt"l)

========================================================================
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====

Re: FREE HARDCORE CORNOGRAPHY
Posted by peloni almoni - 03 Nov 2015 02:32
_____________________________________

speaking of trucks and where you can put them ... make sure not to park in the helige rebbe rav
mark's spot ...

========================================================================
====
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